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Codeswitching (CS) is integral to negotiating identity in the linguistic arena (Niño-Murcia 2011; Sebba 2012). Paraguay’s case is unique: it is the only country in the Americas where an indigenous language (Guaraní) is spoken by a non-indigenous majority. Yet, Guaraní and Spanish do not coexist there as “pure” varieties. Rather, speakers employ a third variety, *jopara*, inconsistently described as an unstable language mixing (Lustig 1996; Pottier 1970), a Guaraní with hispanisms (Fernández Guizzetti 1966), an everyday ill-spoken Guaraní (Galeano Olivera n.d.), a Spanish spoken in Guaraní (Morínigo 1959); a transitional pidgin (Boidin 2006a), a third language (Bakker, Gómez Rendón, and Hekking 2008), or a creole (Boidin 2006b; Pic-Gillard 2003). Amid efforts by the Paraguayan government to institutionalize *jopara* as the Guaraní taught in schools, understanding what *jopara* is necessitates a systematic linguistic description.

We apply leading theories of CS to analyze the first novel written entirely in *jopara*: *Ramona Quebranto* (RQ) (Ayala de Michelagnoli 1989). We find that the language choices evinced in RQ-*jopara* don’t comfortably fit current models of CS structure. Following Deuchar et al.’s (2007) quantitative approach, we characterize RQ-*jopara* as predominantly *insertional* (i.e., insertion of single words or constituents), but with strong *alternational* features (i.e., alternation between longer stretches of words). This is consistent with Muysken’s (2000) proposal that colonial settings and asymmetric proficiency lead to insertional CS. Alternation is favored here by Paraguay’s bilingual stability, but disfavored by the lack of complete language separation or strong norms. However, while Deuchar and colleagues also propose that insertion is best captured by the Matrix Language Frame Model (MLF, Myers-Scotton 1997; Myers-Scotton 2002), RQ-*jopara* presents problems for the MLF. Word-internal CS clearly identifies Guaraní as ML. For example, if a content lexeme is Guaraní, the morphology (especially subject-verb agreement (1), but also case markers (2)) is Guaraní, but the reverse is never found:

1) *ovende* but *ñemu-el-al-∅*  
   3-sell sell-3sg  
   “sells”

2) *nuestra casitape* but *en ore rógami*  
   our house-little-IN in our house-little  
   “in our little house”

Yet, Spanish words are in a 4:1 ratio to Guaraní in RQ, so it is difficult to see RQ-*jopara* as the insertion of Spanish into a Guaraní ML. Moreover, this is not due to the choice of ML being controlled by contextual variables (e.g., if speakers of higher socioeconomic status were addressed in CS with Spanish as ML).

While it is not particularly surprising that theories of spoken CS are not easily applied to a written text, the question remains as to what the exact relationship is between this “literary” *jopara* and its spoken counterpart. We propose that, whereas RQ-*jopara* is derived from spoken *jopara* whose ML is Guaraní, the novel as a genre favors Spanish as ML. These stylistic pressures further hispanicize *jopara* in this case, but without switching to Spanish as ML. This proposal explains the higher frequency of Spanish lexemes in RQ. It also allows us to maintain the general tenets of MLF, while at the same time relaxing constraints on the choice of ML, construing it more broadly as “discourse strategy” (Matras 2009). We conclude by discussing accommodations necessary when applying structural theories of spoken CS to written texts (Sebba, Mahootian, and Jonsson 2012), in particular when CS obtains between a highly standardized language with a strong written tradition and a mostly oral language.
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